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Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry
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New openings Salons and spas across the country
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Main interview The NAHA 2017 finalist in the Hair Colour category,
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Rossa Jurenas, North American Color Director at Schwarzkopf Professional,
strongly believes that education is the key to success. She has her hands
full, alongside the global team of Schwarzkopf Professional, working on the
Essential Looks Collections, and more
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Success story Karan Deol, the L’Oréal Professionnel ID artist and Owner of
Ellora Salons in Ludhiana, is one focused hairstylist who has grabbed every
opportunity to learn and be educated in the line of hairstyling
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In focus The phrase ‘looks of a winner’ stands true for some of our heroes in
the hair, beauty and wellness industry. They start young and when others are
waking up, they are inching closer to their version of success. Bestowed with
intangible qualities such as clear foresight, an inclination to be perfect in their
craft and an enormous capacity for hard work, they become role models for
millions of aspirants. We handpick such power-packed professionals, who are
today mega brands in their own right. They are driving the business with their
passion and zeal to change perceptions, and put India’s rewarding industry on
the world map
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Beauty Celebrity make-up artist, Kajee Rai, is a powerhouse of passion
and inspiration. With industry experience of 15 years, Rai gets excited and
inspired to learn everyday; Eurpean dermo cosmetic brand, LOOkX is all set
to venture into the Indian beauty and skin care market. Bas van Duivenbooden,
Co-founder, LOOkX Dermo Cosmetics, shares his business strategy, USP and
future plans for the Indian market; Shahnaz Husain shares guidelines for new
entrants in the beauty business; Product launches in skin care and make-up
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Spa focus The essence of Shamana Spa, Grand Hyatt, Goa, is to create a
perfect balance between wellbeing and lifestyle through a serene environment
with an international range of products, some exclusively available at the spa;
Area Director, Six Senses Spa Hotels, Resorts and Spas in Thailand, Dr Ranjan
Kapoor shares his insights into the spa and wellness industry, USPs, future
plans, and more
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Celeb style Bollywood actress Urvashi Rautela was crowned Miss Diva 2015
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and represented India at the Miss Universe 2015 pageant. Rautela shares her
beauty and fitness regime
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Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes
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Inøuencer Delhi-based fashion designer, Pratimaa Pandey specialises in
fusion wear inspired from rich Indian textiles. The label Pramaa by Pandey
focuses on eclectic designs with understated elegance
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Events The social calendar: what is happening when and where
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Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut
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